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We have our usual mix of articles for 
hillwalkers in this quarterly.  Our tragi-
comedian Pepé describes a 200k walk in 
stages loosely in the south-east and south 
of the island.  Flat walking maybe, but 
heights of prose.  Some of our members 
like to branch out into climbing or at least 
scrambling, its easier cousin. We have 
included a review of a recent book on 
scrambling in the west and north.  
About this time of year usually a few 
mega-tracks appear.  If like them (or 

more moderate ones) you won’t be disappointed in what we have 
for you below!  As a voluntary body we need help and this time 
we are looking for everyone to take an interest in the consultation 
Mountaineering Ireland are initiating.  Also if you are interested in our 
Winter Talks take a look at our list of previous 
speakers.
 

It will come as no surprise to regular readers that MountainViews is 
advocating that the Arderins would make a fine major challenge for 
hillwalkers along the lines of the Munros in Scotland.  We include an 
article explaining why the Arderins would make a good list for this 
purpose.  

MountainViews runs a series of Winter Talks, generally in Jan to April.  
We include an article about the talk series and how it has progressed.  
We are looking for voluntary help with this.

MountainViews as a hillwalkers community is keen to promote 
hillwalking and its organisation in the Republic and Northern Ireland.  
The main body in the Republic and to an extent in Northern Ireland 
formally representing hillwalkers is Mountaineering Ireland (MI).  Now I 

know at this point many are going to say 
“Aren’t they mostly mountaineers, not 
much interested in hillwalking?”.  Well 
they do organise a number of services 
for hillwalking such as training, insurance 
and conservation and state they are 
the representative body for hillwalking.  

For a concrete example, think of forest access.  Around 40% of the 
summits MountainViews features are preferentially or only accessed 
through forestry.  If MI had done nothing else in the last few years, 
their existence would have been justified by their work to ensure that 
the relatively walker-friendly regime of state ownership of forestry in 
the Republic continued.

So the MountainViews committee have taken the view that we 
should cooperate with MI and seek to encourage them to take a more 
useful role in hillwalking from which some 85% of their membership is 
drawn. MI have a four yearly plan which is coming to an end in 2017.  
There will be opportunities to press for some changes in the way the 
body is organised.  We want to encourage our readers, many of whom 
are also MI members to speak up for hillwalking.   We hope to return 
to this theme in the next few newsletters.  In the meanwhile here are 
some of the issues we would think you might like to consider:
• A hillwalking committee in MI – currently though 85% of the MI 
membership are hillwalkers there’s no committee for them, though 
there is for the climbers.  Is this a reasonable situation or a strange if 
not unfair position?
• Does the current one size fits all approach in a magazine allow 
hillwalking to get the space it deserves undiluted by continuous 
references to climbing?  Perhaps some imagination and new thinking 
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in media policy in printed publications, newsletters and websites 
would help?
• Proper forums for members to express themselves.  Currently MI 
has no online forum and no letters page in their magazine.  Perhaps 
as a result of this there appears to be no clear understanding of what 
hillwalkers want and what should be the role of a body like MI in 
representing hillwalking.
• What would you like to see?

• Gerry McVeigh goes Wild Camping on the Donegal coast - P. 13
• Peter Walker experiences Scotland’s impressive Liathach - P. 19
• David Murphy on the joys of low-level walks in Waterford - P. 22
• A two-day hike alongside The Mourne Wall with Liz Ashton - P. 25
• Colin Murphy explores Great Saltee Island - P. 27
• Simon Stewart on how The Arderins are Ireland’s perfect tick-list 
for summiteers - P. 34

NORTH, SOUTH, 
WEST, EAST, 
BRITAIN: Route ideas 
and 
places to go. 

TRACK OF THE 
MONTH: A bruising 
traverse of the 
Maamturks and Joyce 
Country

2 vIDEOS 
FEATURED THIS 
MONTH: A trip to Wexford’s Great Saltee, and a wild camp on 
Donegal’s SW coast.

PHOTOGRAPHY: The best recent images from MVs contributors

Hillwalkers do it at all times of the year, but mostly in better weather.  
So the winter, particularly the grey weeks starting January provide 
opportunity for what we loosely call “Hillwalkers’ Winter Talks”. 
A time for reflecting on different aspects of the sport and related 
activities. The talk series has had a continuing, slow rise in numbers 
over the years. In the past these were run by the Walkers Association 
of Ireland.  By agreement, MountainViews has taken over the function.  
The talks have been arranged mostly in Dublin so far, though we 
would be happy to consider collaboration with people in other parts 
of Ireland.

So why are we discussing Winter Talks in August? Essentially we 
need support to choose speakers, to arrange meetings, venues, 
publicity etc.  Experience has taught us that starting to make 
arrangements now pays off.  There is a small existing committee 
however we really could use a couple more so that the committee can 
better do the job.  

Currently the program has some 3 public meetings however we 
may well expand this due to the growing success.  If you have taken 
an interest in hillwalking, walking, the coastline then that would be a 
good start.   While not essential if you have attended other talks, read 
relevant books etc then so much the better.  
So if you would like to help, please do get in touch with admin@
mountainviews.ie 
There are committee meetings, but not too many.

To give you an idea of our programme here are some of the previous 
speakers in no particular order:
Martin Critchley/ Sharron Schwartz:  Trekking in Patagonia, Laponia 
and Greenland. 2017
Paul Clements, Author, on the Wild Atlantic Way, 2017
Gareth McCormack, photographer, 2017
Patrick Roycroft, Hillwalkers’s Geology in Ireland, 2017
Michael Gibbons, author, Archaeologist, 2012 and 2014 
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Evelyn Cusack,  Met Éireann,   2013 
John G O’Dwyer, Irish Times Correspondent, 2013 and 2015
Dermot Somers, Broadcaster and Writer, 2012
David Walsh, Author of Oileáin, 2015 
Éanna ní Lamhna of RTE’s Mooney goes Wild and well known 
broadcaster on RTE 2012
Lenny Antonelli, Author, IT correspondent, on Canal Banks etc  2016
Mike Maunsell, Mountain Research Ireland, 2016 
John Cruise on Camino Silver/Del Plata, 2013
Helen Fairbairn, Guidebook Writer, 2015
Michael Fewer,  Author, 2014
Kenny Roberts, Chairperson of Mountain Rescue Ireland, 2014
Robin Simons, Walker and sufferer from Parkinson’s disease. 2014
Barry Dalby, East-West Mapping,  2011
Ordnance Survey, 2013

Evelyn Cusack Paul Clements

Gareth McCormack Patrick RoycroftÉanna ní LamhnaHelen Fairbairn
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MV user roscorrocket reports on an unfortunate incident in the 
Mournes:

“Only getting round to posting this now, as other factors 
intervened, but last Friday (July 14th) when coming towards the 
end of a circuit of five of the Mourne Seven Sevens, I watched in 
amazement and annoyance as two muppets (I am being kind using 
that term) allowed their dog to not once, but twice, hound sheep, 
adjacent to the Brandy Pad, under the Castles of Commedagh and 
along below the Commedagh/Donard Col. I tried shouting to them 
but sadly distance and wind meant they appeared (or chose) not to 
hear me as they walked towards the Bog of Donard. This is just the 
sort of behaviour which gets walkers a bad name and thankfully in 
eighteen years of regular walking is the first, and hopefully the last, 
time I have seen such irresponsible dog management on the hills. Not 
sure if anyone else witnessed this, was around 2.30pm, but I know the 
vast majority of walkers keep their dog on a lead or leave it at home, 
so shame on you, not that you are likely to read a forum like this.”

Matthew Bushby, Countryside Services Manager for the Mourne 
Heritage Trust, had this to say regarding this incident:

“The issue of dogs worrying or attacking sheep is still a major issue 
with farmers, particularly in busy recreational areas. However, where 
warning signage has been erected at key hot spots such as Trassey 
Track and Bloody Bridge, there has been a noticed improvement.
 If anyone sees dogs attacking sheep they should immediately inform 
the Co Down Dog Warden on 0300 013 2233”.

They can also inform the Trust so it can help monitor the situation:
028 4372 4059
E: mht@mourne.co.uk                  
FB: http://www.facebook.com/Mournelive

 Also, the Trust would like to thank the contributor for their 
responsible attitude and reiterate the importance of being extremely 

careful with dogs where they are permitted. This includes keeping 
them on a lead where stated.”

It’s unfortunate that such obvious points still need making. But 
seeing as MV’s track reviewer recently looked on aghast as two 
unrestrained dogs were allowed to chase sheep adjacent to the huge 
sea cliffs overlooking the Sturrall in Donegal, apparently they do.

dOg WalkINg IN the hIllS

Properly restrained, three legs, would love a biscuit.

mailto:mht@mourne.co.uk
http://www.facebook.com/Mournelive


Someone’s bosom Buddha?

Some eejit obvious found 
his inner contentment by 
badly and somewhat bizarrely 
cementing a cheap Buddha 
figure onto the trip pillar atop 
Galtymore, recounts Bunsen7.

http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/14/comment/19595/

Temple of beauty

Member skhg enjoys a 
straightforward ascent of 
Temple Hill in the Galtees, 
which offers great views and 
some interesting rocky terrain.

http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/54/comment/19604/

   

Custard creams, birthdays 
and babies on Cork’s highest

Mountainboy provides a 
colourful and entertaining 
account of his ascent with 
Dad up Knockboy, including 
his encounter with ‘Ogre 
droppings’.

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/104/comment/19589/

Nice neck of the woods 

Some areas of Ballyteige’s 
dense forest in Wicklow 
have been cleared, but new 
plantations threaten access 
in the future, but presently 
the views are top notch, says 
mickhanney.

http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/630/comment/19590/

Bird’s eye view

Exploring Wexford’s Great 
Saltee Island, and discovering 
wonderful scenery and wild 
birds to beat the band.

http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/2390/
comment/19602/

A tale of five counties

Sheegouna is an offshoot 
of Slievenamon in Tipp, and 
tomodub struck lucky as he 
reached the summit as the 
skies cleared, giving vast 
panoramic views of the five 
surrounding counties. 

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/1490/comment/19601/
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Coastal delight

It may be a mere pimple 
in the greater landscape, 
but the coastal Doon Hill in 
Galway is awash with history, 
from the Pirate Queen to 
WW2, reports sandman, who 
generously posted multiple 
reports on the county’s 
coastal hills.

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/5025/comment/19598/

Pioneers of flight and radio 

Sandman ascends the 
diminutive Maum in Galway, 
near the spot Alcock & Brown 
crash landed in 1919, and 
Guglielmo Marconi set up a 
station to broadcast across 
the Atlantic in 1907.

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/5021/comment/19597/
   

Don’t fence me in!

On his ascent of Knockavoe 
in the Sperrins, dr_banuska 
advises us on the route not to 
take…encountering multiple 
high fences and dead ends. 
Despite that, the views were 
excellent!

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/1498/comment/19600/

Making a song and dance…

According to member 
giomach, Annagry Hill in 
Donegal is best known as 
Cnoc a’ Diaraigh and there’s 
even a song to prove it…

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/5039/comment/19584/

Topped up.

Colin Murphy didn’t have to 
break sweat getting to the 
summit of this Fermanagh 
Binnion.

http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/1178/
comment/19572/

Cairngorm traverse.

bryanmccabe tackles some 
of the hills in Britain’s highest 
area of wilderness.

http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/B523/
comment/19581/

WeSt

WeSt
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NOrth

NOrth
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Track of The monTh
there are a multitude of reasons and motivations for getting out 
in the hills. a need for exercise, to escape a largely sedentary 
existence, to view nature at first hand, to tick off a few things on a 
list, or most likely a combination of several of these things.
But for some there’s a need to discover exactly what their physical 
capabilities are, to answer that ‘can that be done?’ question that 
nags in the back of your head, and it is with that in mind that we 
highlight GSheehy’s mighty integrale of the Maamturks and joyce 
Country challenges. It’s a huge feat of endurance, and his write-
up outlines the sort of ways the mind has to trick the body to 
complete a route such as this.

I had a fair idea 
that this walk 
would push me to 
the limit. Do the 
Maamturks and 
then do the Joyce 
Country (in reverse 
from Leenane) on 
the same day.

Yes, your biggest 
climb of the 
day is right 
after you finish 
the Maamturks 
traverse.

The body felt good 
after the Galty 
and Comeragh 
Challenges so I 
knew there was 

a a big one 
in me. So, I 
checked into 
the Leenane 
Hotel for 
two nights. 
The forecast 
looked good 
for Tuesday.

By the time 
I got to 
Cruiscín I 
had amassed 
eight faults. 
The left leg 
found a 12 
inch hole and 
a nice pool of water within that distance. On the way up Corcóg I 
thought the top was clear and I was going to be lucky. Didn’t happen, 
I couldn’t see a thing for the whole of the traverse. Made a navigation 
blunder at Loughaunnagrevagh and did a U turn. 

Coming off Leenane Hill I had my first low point. I was looking across 
at The Devil’s Mother covered in fog and wondered what I was at. 
Greasy rocks and wet ground for the day.

Daniel Mills had agreed to join me in Leenane for the second leg of 
the walk so, however much I wanted to cry ‘Stop’, I knew couldn’t 
really call a halt at that stage. A break for about a half an hour and 
a change of boots and socks, they were soaked and heavy. It’s small 
things like this that distance your mind from the lows. 

Struggled to the summit of the Devil’s Mother but started to feel a bit 
stronger after that. You’ve 35km and 3,112m gain done by the time 
you reach this summit. Another 33km to go with only 1,364m height 
gain. Carried on and decided that if I got to Finny I could exit if things 

traCk OF the MONth

LENGTH: 67.9km Time taken: 19h27m 
ASCEnT: 4160m  DESCEnT: 4237m 
PLACES: Start at L96487 49897, Corcóg, 
Cruiscín, Mullach Glas, Binn Mhór soir barr, 
Binn Mhór nE Top, Binn idir an dá Log SE Top, 
Binn idir an dá Log, Cnoc na hUilleann north 
Top, Barr Log Riabhach, Binn Bhriocáin nE 
Top, Binn Bhán, Leenaun Hill Far north-West 
Top, Devilsmother South Top, Devilsmother, 
Knocklaur, Glennagleragh Mtn, Ben Beg, 
Bunnacunneen. End at L87889 62063 15km 
NW from Start.
(Statistics such as Ascent or Length etc should be 
regarded as approximate. Duration depends on the speed 
of the person making the track)

http://mountainviews.ie/track/3512/

MaaMturkS & jOyCe COuNtry
One of the rare photo-opportunities in the Maamturks

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3512
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traCk OF the MONth (continued)
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traCk OF the MONth (continued)
weren’t going well. That continued for the day, kept thinking of the 
next place I could end the walk. The left knee had enough of the 
4,000+m of descent after coming down the steep Bunnacunneen 
and was looking for a bit of mercy. 

The intention was to finish the route to Leenane, the way we left it, 
but Daniel suggested an alternative and we went for it. The knee, 
the fading light, collecting my car at Corcóg and getting back to the 
hotel for my room key were all factors.

Finished the walk in Leenane but definitely the hardest thing I ever 
did. Didn’t take too many pictures as I just wasn’t in the mood and 
weather didn’t permit. Very fortunate that the sun didn’t break 
through. I just don’t think I could have handled the heat too.

One badger, one hare and two plovers seen over the day. No other 
walker. g

Leaving Leenane

Turks finally clear - from Bunnacunneen
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A book reviewer writes...

Binevenagh 
belies its 
relatively 
modest altitude 
by being one 
of the most 
individual hills 
in Ireland. 
It’s also (until 
now) totally 

unrepresented on MV’s track facility, and with that 
in mind (and the presence on it of a scramble from 
the book I was reviewing...see elsewhere in this 
newsletter) I spent a fun afternoon in its environs. 
The track explores the impressive cliffs from below 
and above and almost visits the summit...there are 
plenty of other variations on this theme available 
hereabouts.

http://mountainviews.ie/track/3490/

Don’t tell him Pike(s)!
With a nod to simoburn and his mysterious explorations of Germany 
and Austria (mtrack3514 etc), this month’s ‘overseas’ route comes 
courtest of wandering minstrel David-Guenot. David has submitted 
tracks from France, the Scottish Highlands and the Lake District 
this month, so almost arbitrarily we are singling out his trip to the 
Langdale Pikes from Grasmere in the Lakes; this passes through 
some gorgeously sylvan scenery in its early stages before tackling the 
dramatic scramble of Jack’s Rake on the huge cliff of Pavey Ark...the 
sort of route with plenty of ‘what, it goes up THERE?’ included.

http://mountainviews.ie/track/3501/

traCkS

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3490
http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3501
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Grin and Beara it
MountainViews has obviously placed considerable emphasis on 
islands and coastline in the last few months, and a good example 
of this is provided by thomas_g’s track outlining a walk on the north 
coast of the Beara peninsula at the extremities of Cork. This is a 
lovely stroll along the shoreline that could easily absorb an evening or 
rescue a day where the nearby higher ground seems unappealing.

http://mountainviews.ie/track/3525/

Collon Pilgrim
A fine prospect of the Wicklow coast is afforded by the modest 
eminence of Collon Hill above Kilbride. simon3 has paid it a visit in 
order to take in these views, and his submitted track gains the summit 
largely using forest roads with a final stretch through beech trees on a 
faint track...a perusal of summit comments for this hill should let you 
know that there’s potential for serious jungle bashing for the unwary, 
so bear that in mind. It’s a short outing, and there are plenty of similar 
challenges nearby (Barranisky...) for those looking to extend the day.

http://mountainviews.ie/track/3540/

traCkS

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3525
http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3540
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Gerry McVeigh experiences the heady 
mixture of mountain and sea cliff on 
Donegal’s remote SW peninsula.

wild 
caMpinG in 
the wild 
west of 
doneGal

Glenlough Bay, SW Donegal
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The coastline stretching either side of Port in Donegal has to be some 
of the wildest and most dramatic in Ireland. Once visited a little piece 
of the magic is carried in the heart and it does well to replenish this 
every now and then.

I am an avid weather geek (like many hill walkers no doubt) and 
with a tongue of high pressure promising a good day across Ireland 
I made up my mind to drive that lonely road to Port and spend the 
night on one of the three summits of Slievetooey – it is an impressive 
mountain stretching some 8km from Maghera towards Port with a 
number of corrie loughs on its flanks.

The weather was beyond glorious and as the road started the long 
drop to Port that familiar view of the Atlantic and a wild coast of sea 

stacks came into view - my heart started to beat faster and a smile 
spread across my face. As I had a circular walk planned and would be 
returning along the road I parked at a small layby 1km before Port 
and enjoyed the drop down alongside the river on foot. 

Port is a deserted settlement and has only one house – this 
is available to rent (http://port-donegal.com/) and was quite an 
experience when I stayed, with no mains electricity or water but will 
add to that magic in the heart. My decision to park elsewhere was 
wise as the 10 or so spaces available had all gone – it was slightly 
busy with artists, walkers and kayakers. 

The storm beach has the roundest of round pebbles. A rail track 
for boats spans the thousands of white stones to reach the sea and 

http://port-donegal.com
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the lobster pots that stretch along the coastline. A river drops off the 
surrounding cliff and freefalls. Sea stacks loom large from a fractured 

coast shaped by an unrelenting Atlantic – holding a 
power unseen on this most benign of days.

I started the climb up along the cliff edge, each 
step bringing the wild coastline into sharper focus. 
Looking south brought a glorious view culminating 
in the jagged top of Sturrall Head. Below, the cliffs 
showed signs of the wild weather this area must 
endure, with collapses common and enormous 

boulders gathering at the water’s edge. Care was definitely needed 
near to some of the edges. 

The sound of water was a constant bassline in the song playing 
out as I walked, accompanied by the sharper tone of gulls and the 
almost inaudible soft ruffle of breeze. The putting green grass gave 
way to coarse heather with height – a track of sorts followed the cliff 
edge, no doubt jointly created by sheep and man.  Fenced off areas 
near to the cliff gave life to wild flowers and bog cotton - bellowing 

their white tails in the breeze.
The cliffs rose to 230m near to Port Hill, dwarfing the dramatic 

Tormore Island below. Tormore is a gate keeper to Glenlough Bay 
which is one of the most magical places I have had the pleasure to set 
eyes upon – a sweeping kilometre of white pebbles tiered by Atlantic 
storms to great heights, sea stacks standing exposed at low tide and 
all backed by enormous and impenetrable cliffs.  

It was a pleasure to lose nearly all the height I 
had gained with this view by my side as I dropped 
down to the Glenlough river valley. An abandoned 
dwelling sits up the valley (I remember visiting this 
years ago when there was still furniture and other 
items, but time has taken its toll). Lough Anaffrin can be seen nestled 
below Slievetooey Far West Top.

Glenlough River was a place to have lunch and refill the water 
bottle. I have seen fish jumping in the pools and there was a 
beautiful waterfall just before the river enters the sea. The breeze 
dropped here and the midges were able to take flight, though not to 
uncomfortable levels.

The beauty of Port

Storm beach at Glenlough Bay

“one of 
the Most 
MaGical 
places”

“sea stacks 
looM larGe 
froM a 
fractured 
coast”
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Ahead is one of the most challenging parts of the walk as cross 
the river and drop down over unstable ground to sea level. This 
didn’t present too much difficulty today with the ground being dry. 
From here there is a much different perspective on Tormore Island 
which now rises shard like from the sea in all its glory to 139m. A 
precarious sheep trail then climbs up 50m to level ground – a great 

place to look back and take it all in - with the sound of 
waves crashing below and the cry of gulls filling the air 
above (I have also wild camped here in the past and 
there was a strong temptation yet again, but there was 
plenty of early July daylight left).

A ridge climbed gradually ahead of me up to the 
distant heights of Slievetooey and as I reached its crest 
it revealed sheer drops down to swirling waters among 

sea stacks. Drawing my eyes up from the depths brought a line of 
seemingly unending cliffs which grew in stature all the while. Framed 

in the background were Arran Island and the 
Derryveagh Mountains. This sight added to 
the long list of things which make this part of 
Donegal so special. 

It was easy to keep pretty much to the cliff 
edge as I climbed, getting the heady views 
and sounds. The cliffs climbed to 300m as I 
continued eastwards, crossing hillside that 
showed a lot of green growth but wasn’t too 
wet underfoot. A few frogs hopped out of 

my way as 
I lumbered 
past, lone 
bees buzzed 

and flies dogged my every move wanting to 
get some tasty blood – and they did.

The ground was super easy to walk, with 
short grass and rocks and as I gained the 
shoulder of the mountain I had spectacular 
views in all directions. The coastline seemed 

impossibly far below as I reached the 460m summit and cairn in the 
blazing sunshine. It was time to get the stove on for a late dinner and 

Slievetooey Far West Top summit

“the coastline seeMed 
iMpossibly far below”

looking over Lough Adoochro

“sheer 
drops 
down to 
swirlinG 
waters”
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a brew, with plenty of walking around to avoid clouds of midges. I 
have wild camped here before and yet again it was tempting, but the 
dipping sun was casting a path of golden light on the 2.5 km to the 
West Top.

A couple of loughs are passed on the way, allowing the water 
bottle to be refilled, before the cairn on the West Top (standing at 
472m) was reached. The pillar of sunlight reaching across the Atlantic 
had narrowed to a fine point, telling me it was time to stop and set 
up camp. A search for a bivy spot brought me looking over steep 
drops to the beautiful corrie Lough of Croaghballaghdown nestled 
below Slievetooey itself. The search brought me back to the summit 
cairn, where a cup of tea brewed as my bed for the night appeared.

With the sun gone there was a chill in the air that urged me to a 

warm sleeping bag. There is nothing like lying in a 
bivy, face exposed to the elements and able to take 
in all that is happening in the sky above. At 11.30pm 
the sky was still bright, with reddish tinges far to the 

west as the sun disappeared for a 
few hours. Slowly stars began to 
appear to match the lights that 
burned along the coastline to the 
north.

I awoke at 5.30am to see 
a dark red sun partly hidden 
behind clouds as it rose over the 
Derryveagh Mountains. This was 
the last I was to see of it today 

as a cold wind was pushing cloud and mist over the 
mountain tops and rain was definitely in the air. It 
was a few more hours before I rose, made breakfast 
and packed all away. There was disappointment that 
there was not again glorious blue sky but thanks for 
the previous day.
A journey to the summit of Slievetooey was 

cancelled as descended to the south, crossing a 
number of new fences that were difficult to cross. 

This brought the Glen River and a waymarked track which joined the 
road back to Port. This is very pleasant walking, though today the 
rain provided a real challenge as it pelted from the side, determined 
to soak me through. It succeeded but I had a smile on my face as 
emptied the water out of the boots back at the car.

These were an amazing 2 days and reaffirmed that visiting this 
stretch of coastline was worth the drive, worth the effort, worth the 
bites and worth the soaking – because it made me feel gloriously 
alive. Try it! g

The journey in film can be found here: 
https://youtu.be/nuyKGL337iE 

View from summit bivy Slievetooey West Top

“there is 
nothinG 
like lyinG in 
a biVy, face 
exposed 
to the 
eleMents”

https://youtu.be/NuyKGL337iE
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It’s easy to argue that Ireland 
is pretty scantily served by 
scrambling guidebooks. Actually, 
it’s not that much harder to 
argue that Ireland isn’t well 
served by scrambling, full stop, 
as it would seem that geology 
and fate have conspired to leave 
those of us partial to a bit of 
hand-and-foot work with terrain 
that’s either easy or borderline 
impossible with very little in 
between. Some outings are 
documented in publications 
covering both Britain and 
Ireland, but it’s difficult to 
recall many books dedicated 
to just Ireland, save for Denis 
Lynch’s entertainingly eccentric 
‘Munster’s Mountains’.

It’s into this borderline vacuum that Alan Tees’ ‘Scrambles in 
Ulster and Connacht’ has stepped.  The author has over forty 
years’ experience to call upon when compiling the 24 itineraries 
suggested within the book, and the routes encompass a very broad 
sweep of areas within 
the two provinces as well 
as featuring a surprising 
degree of diversity in terms 
of venues: the pages visit 
the highlands of Donegal, 
the Mournes, the Dartrys, 
Mweelrea and the Twelve 
Bens while incorporating 
mountain ridges, gullies, 
coasteering and even a 

spot of caving.

It should be born 
in mind by hillfolk with 
limited experience of 
more challenging ground 
that routes with which 
they might be familiar 
(such as Errigal’s north 
ridge, the summit tors 
of the Mournes and the 
Kerringear knife edge 
on Slieve League) are 
included in the book, 

but are very much the easiest outings included therein. From that 
baseline Tees runs the spectrum of technicality and challenge through 
to outings that warrant the climbing grade of Difficult, where all but 
the most skilled will need to use a rope. But in general this is not a 
rock climbing guidebook, with over half the 
chapters containing interest for those unwilling 
to don a harness and a rack.

The descriptions are pithy and matter-
of-fact, and very much assume a fair level of 
hillcraft: this isn’t a guide that thinks your hand 
is going to need to be held. Directions are 
sufficient without being exhaustive, but as a 
rule if a grid reference is necessary to identify the start of a route then 
it is provided. The photographs manage to walk the line between 
impact and realism while also expanding upon the text.

Overall this is an excellent little book for the more adventurous 
hillgoer. Personally I have wanted a publication such as this for years, 
and I wasn’t disappointed: it describes routes you know, routes 
you’ve always wondered about, and places you’d never even thought 
of. Recommended.

Peter Walker

“an excellent 
little book 
for the More 
adVenturous 
hillGoer”



LIATHACH

peter Walker ventures where mortals fear to tread on this 
behemoth of the North-West highlands.

“The central, highest and most awesome of the Torridonian triptych 
is Liathach, the grey one. Its great terraced wall rising above Glen 
Torridon is unique among Scottish mountains in conveying the 
impression of impregnability, an impression which is quite correct for 
there are few chinks in Liathach’s armour.” - SMC Guide to the Munros.

I started from the parking spots about 500m east of Glen Cottage 
(the only obvious habitation in the glen). A path leaves the road a 
short way east, just before the stream of the Allt an Doire Ghairbh. 
This soon crosses this stream and heads on up into the hanging corrie 
of the Toll a’ Meithach, its high level of engineering being a boon as 
it clings implausibly to the bank of the stream while forging upwards 
at a horrendous gradient. There is a choice at around the 550m mark 
as the stream forks: I chose the more conspicuous right hand branch 
so as to traverse the whole of Liathach rather than just aiming for the 
main summit. Higher up the path does a little easy scrambling before 
veering right to gain the ridge...just under 800m of climbing in 2km. 
The view opened out north and emphasised how the hidden side of 
Liathach is even more impressive than its public Glen Torridon face, 

S C O t l a N d
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During the ascent...to give an idea of the gradient
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with massive cliffs disappearing into a succession of vast corries. I 
turned right to visit the eastern top of Stuc a’Choire Dhuibh Bhig 
before turning back west for the traverse proper.

The ridge here is narrow without being intimidatingly so, the path 
running along the crest or clambering over piles of quartzite rubble 
(Torridon is mostly sandstone with quartzite intrusions). It’s a rough 
pull over the double top of Stob a’ Choire Liath Mhor and even more 
bruising quartzite en route to Spidean a’ Choire Leith, Liathach’s 
highest top. Up till now clouds had periodically brushed across the 
ridge but now they coalesced into a heavy rain shower...trusting the 
forecast I sat it out on the summit...I rather wanted to be able to see 
the next section!

As the clouds broke up and the rain eased I picked my way down the 

loose rocks to the south west and admired/recoiled from the fun and 
games to come...Am Fasarinen, a succession of pinnacles on the crest 
poised above the yawning chasm of Coire na Caime to the north. It 
is possible to dodge these on the south side, but the bypass path 
is pretty exposed itself and has a reputation for being slippery. So I 
quickly went over the beta for the pinnacles themselves in the SMC’s 
scrambling guide and stuck to the skyline. This was utterly absorbing, 
with hand and foot work separated by walking sections to manage 
the excitement levels. The hand and footholds were plentiful, and as 
a rule it was possible to work just below the actual crest if you wanted 
to. Finally a wander up a staircase of sandstone, gloriously airy, led to 

The ridge from Stuc a’Choire Dhuibh Bhig

Looking back from Spidean a’ Choire Leith
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a level crest and a final clamber onto the Munro Top of Am Fasarinen 
itself. A few easy steps led down to more straightforward ground.

From now on the ridge is easy...the excitement comes from the sheer 
scale and magnificence of the views as you walk to the second Munro 
summit of Mullach an Rathain. Behind you is the ludicrous ridge you 
just crossed, while in front the Mullach rises spectacularly across the 
yawning hole of Coire na Caime with the sea beyond. I walked across 
two intervening tops to Mullach an Rathain itself, paused to look 
down the tottering spine of the Northern Pinnacles below, before 
commencing the descent.

This proved to be even more brutal than the ascent, going west for 
a short distance then south to contour the edge of the Allt a’ Thuill 

Bhainn, before dropping down to the stream by a horribly loose 
zig zag path. Once the stream was reached the path become much 
better...a lot of work has been done on it. It’s still a very long and 
steep descent back down to sea level and the road...boots had to 
come off to massage my toes on one occasion. A left turn and 2.5km 
of road took me back to my car.

A good day... g

http://mountainviews.ie/track/3524/

Looking from Am Fasarinen to Mullach an Rathain

Looking west from Mullach an Rathain

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3524
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PEPĒ’S LONG 200K FLAT WALK
david Murphy
Readers familiar with Pepé’s form in previous articles will know 
he is prone to exaggeration when it comes to recalling feats and 
accomplishments. This occurs only when it comes to mountains 
and hill-walking. A psychologist would describe Pepé’s syndrome 
as ‘selective’ – surfacing at times when particular topics are being 
discussed. In short, because he suffers from the delusion that he is 
a grand mountaineer (the Bonington of Ireland, the Stelfox of the 
South), his syndrome does not kick in when it comes to road or path 
trails (‘flat walks’ he calls them, dismissively). Here his utterances 
are factual – no hyperbole, no puffery, no embellishment. What you 

are getting, this time, is 
guaranteed God’s own truth.

SMall StepS tO Start
I met him recently in the 
English Market in Cork. 
Over a creamy coffee he 
told me about his long flat 
walk. It began innocuously 
one day years ago. He and 
wife Marie walked from 
Tramore into Waterford 
city – a pleasant dozen 
kilometres on quiet back-
roads, so what? On another 
day they walked from the 
city centre out to Blenheim 
Hill. Another day, another 
year, they boarded the bus 
from Tramore to Blenheim 
Hill, walked to Passage East 

and Cheekpoint before bussing back to Tramore. A year or so later, 
they thought: why stop at the eastern fringes of County Waterford? 
Why not go beyond the great river? 

 The next step was obvious. Having parked the car in Passage 
they crossed the 
mighty Suir as foot-
passengers on the 
ferry to Ballyhack, 
embarking on a 
circuitous route 
which brought 
them as far as 
Duncannon. now it 
gets complicated. 
One day, after 
studying bus 
timetables, they 
drove via the 

Passage East ferry to Duncannon where they parked and caught the 
twice-daily bus service as far as Wellingtonbridge deep in yellow-
belly territory. The trek back to Duncannon showed the good and 
bad sides of this kind of walking; the bad being a horrendous three 
to four miles on the R733, a busy road lacking any semblance of a 

hard shoulder. Two cars 
approaching each other 
meant Pepé and Marie 
had to step onto the verge 

for safety, or one of the cars had to slow to a halt while the other 
passed. Not pleasant.

Relief came in the form of a quiet side-road leading to Tintern 
Abbey and a welcome break in the local café. Bliss. The last seven 
or eight kilometres back to Duncannon were what this kind of road-
walking should be: quiet country boreens, some of the Mohican kind 
with grass strips down the middle. What better way to end a walk 
than with a mile-long stroll on Duncannon beach?

“Quiet country boreens, 
soMe of the Mohican kind”

The ferry

The English Market
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INtO the WeSt We gO
Having lengthened the adventure to the East, they thought: what 
about the West? Sure enough, into the West they walked. This 

also began 
in piecemeal 
fashion, little 
treks at a 
time, without 
realising what 
it would stretch 
into. As they 
were trekking 
the famous 
Copper Coast, 
they tried to 
keep to the 
cliffs as much 
as possible, 

but once you reach the Guillamene (three kilometres from Tramore), 
access to the well-known Metal Man towers is denied by the 
landowner so onto the road you have to go. It is possible to venture 
onto the cliff-tops soon after the Metal Man, and make your way 
along the coastal edge via 
Kilfarrasy to Annestown. This 
is a thrilling walk with fabulous 
views, though it packs a 
dangerous edge because of 
severe erosion, steep falls and occasional fences and barbed wire to 
be negotiated. The problem here is that much of this land is private 
so you walk it at your own risk.

For practical reasons Pepé and Marie walked this route east-to-
west, though many feel it is best tackled the other way. In retrospect, 
Pepé and Marie would agree that, for geographical reasons to do 
with the natural layout of the Copper Coast, yes, it is at its best and 
most spectacular when viewed from out of the west.

Using two cars (bus services are hard to find on the Copper 
Coast), Pepé and Marie negotiated the rest of this unexplored part 
of the South in segments: Annestown-Bunmahon (a delightful stretch 
mainly on a quiet but spectacular road so close to the sea it may as 
well be at the cliff’s edge for much of the way); Bunmahon-Ballyvoyle 
Bridge; Ballyvoyle Bridge-Dungarvan; Dungarvan-Helvick-Pulla; Pulla-
Kiely’s Crossroads: these stretches are more rustic than coastal in 
most parts, but roads are fine and reasonably quiet. From Dungarvan 
on there is no shortage of buses. Pepé and Marie used these to 
make their various connections.

By now the walk had become established in their minds as a 
project to add to bit by bit, year by year. The aim was to walk into 
Cork, Pepé’s home county. The final section to accomplish this 
feat, the stretch from Kiely’s Crossroads into Youghal, is particularly 
pleasant – that is, of course, provided you keep it country and 
avoid the dreaded n25. Do note, though, that the landmass west 
of Dungarvan to Youghal Bridge is mainly a plateau made up of the 
Drum range, so roads hereabouts are more tiring than the rest due to 
the many ups and downs of the hills.

not so the section from Youghal to Castlemartyr: this is pure flat. 
Pepé and Marie used their OS map to keep well away from the N25. 
Taking the boardwalk from Youghal to Redbarn, they diverted via 
Beanfield Cross and Ballyhonock to Castlemartyr, a delightful rural 
stretch of the legs.

uNMISSaBle OBStaCle IN Our Way
The next two stages, Castlemartyr-Carrigtohill and Carrigtohill-Cork, 
were more problematic. Layout of road and estuary around Midleton 
renders the N25 impossible to avoid. Pepé and Marie had to walk 
several miles of it on both sides of the East Cork town. At least it has 
a hard shoulder, though hard shoulders do little for noise and wind-
quakes from passing traffic.

 From Carrigtohill, the old main road to Cork is relatively quiet 
these days. It too has a hard shoulder making it not unpleasant to 
stroll on. There is one huge and unmissable obstacle: the Dunkettle 

The seaside

“little treks at a tiMe, 
without realisinG what 
it would stretch into”
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Interchange. Unmissable but avoidable, so as we sat in that little 
coffee shop in the English Market I asked Pepé why they chose to 
tackle it head on rather than avoid it – you will notice that his native 
accent, usually undetectable outside Cork, tends to be heavily 
pronounced once he sets foot on native soil:

“Aaaragh, there’s a footbridge but it’s way up towards Glanmire. 
That would’ve added too much mileage. I drive the Cork-Waterford 

road regularly 
and I noticed 
that the 
bridges and 
slip-roads on 
the interchange 
have these 
little paths 
on ’em. Wan-
man paths, 
you’d call 
’em. I noticed 
wan particular 
slip-road 
connecting the 
interchange 

with the old road to Carrigtohill, and that little road never looked 
too busy. And I never noticed any ‘No Pedestrian’ signs so I decided 
we’d chance it.”

Indeed.
He led Marie up the grassy bank of 

that slip-road. For hundreds of metres 
they clung to the edges of the Dunkettle 
Interchange. I could’ve pointed out that 
those one-man paths he mentioned are not 

paths at all – they are traffic control kerbs put there for maintenance 
purposes and to keep cars on the road. What was the point in 
arguing? They had survived to tell the tale.

“Aaaragh boy, once we crossed the bridge above the road from 
the M8 to the Jack Lynch tunnel, and got down to the Glashaboy 
river road-bridge, I knew we’d be okay. We were never in any danger 
at all at all. I’m glad there were no Garda cars around though.”

Indeed.
From here on, the walk into the city turned into a smooth path 

that led all the way up the quays into The Long Valley for one of 
those famous sandwiches. Next day, to celebrate surviving to tell the 
tale of the Dunkettle Interchange, Pepé and Marie walked from their 
hotel on the Western Road out as far as Ovensbridge.

Where tO Next?
The final instalment, thus far, of the long flat walk happened last 
August when Pepé and Marie parked at Ovensbridge and strode 
fifteen kilometres to Crookstown. They got the 4.30 bus back to 
Ovensbridge, to their car.

The market was getting busy now, and I could see Pepé anxiously 
eyeing his watch. I asked him where to next.

“Aaaragh, like, boy, we’ll see. We have 202 kilometres done on 
this particular clock now, not counting diverting here and there to 
see things. We’ll have to make a decision. 
Do we go southwest from Crookstown to 
Bantry and West Cork, and make our way 
along the coast? Or do we go to Macroom 
and up over the Derrynasaggarts down 
into Killarney and out towards Dingle? Reaching Dingle would be 
nice. And do we go east from Wellingtonbridge to Wexford town – 
or do we head for Carnsore? Decisions, decisions. Maybe we’ll do 
it all, if we live long enough.” He heaved a sigh and looked into the 
faraway, as if there was a mountain range down there at the back of 
the English Market. “Carnsore Point to Slea Head,” he said. “now 
there’s a walk to conjure with. How many clicks would that put up on 
yer rusty oul’ pedometer?” g

“MAybE WE’LL dO 
it all, if we liVe 
lonG enouGh”

“I’M GLAd ThErE 
were no Garda 
cars around”

The motorway
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The Mourne Wall was constructed of granite blocks in the early 19th 
century by the Belfast Water commissioners to protect the catchment 
area for Belfast city water supply from contamination by farm 
animals. 

From a hill walking perspective, the 35km wall which crosses 
14 mountain summits is an ideal challenge walk route. Navigation 
is relatively easy (apart from a couple of small diversions) as you 

follow the wall around the heart of the 
Mourne Mountains.

There is an annual challenge walk 
in the Mournes “Mourne Seven Sevens”.  Next occasion on 12th 
August 2017.  See http://mountainviews.ie/challengecalendar  for 
details. 

A hill walking friend floated the idea of ‘doing the Mourne wall’ 
but also throwing in a tent as a bit of a twist. I bit and the challenge 

was on!
Four masochistic idiots, me, David, Pat and Lynn met at Carrick 

little car park on a warm Friday evening in July just as it started to 
rain, fully kitted up with tents, sleeping bags, food for that night and 
the following day and water. Whether to bring an air mattress was a 
dilemma, having to balance the extra weight against a better night’s 
sleep. Water is also heavy to carry and there were two different 
approaches. David carried 0.5 litres and brought water sterilising 
tablets with the intention of topping up with water from the Silent 
Valley reservoir. I carried 3 litres which weighed 3 kg hoping that 
would be enough for the whole walk.

At the start, we followed the wall up to Slieve Binnian followed 
by a steep descent towards Wee Binnian and Moolieve. There were 
a number of heavy showers and as we arrived in the Silent Valley we 
were pretty wet. Crossing the dam we identified a perfect place to 
pitch our tents. 

liz ashton followed the wall for 35km, climbed 14 summits 
and threw in a midgy overnight camp for good measure.

the Mourne wall - with a twist

“i bit and the 
challenGe was on!”

The Mourne Wall looking towards Slieve 
Commedagh and the Pot of Legawherry

http://mountainviews.ie/challengecalendar
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There was also a very convenient ‘information point’ which 
provided shelter from the rain. 

The camp site 
was not quite as 
perfect as we had 
thought due to 
a major Midge 
infestation, so 
tents were pitched 
in record time 
and an early night 
followed. 

We awoke the 
following morning 

at 6am to warm and damp conditions, Lynn deciding she had only 
come along for the camping and was going back to bed!

David, Pat and I headed off towards Slievenaglogh - the first of 
2 Slievenagloghs in the Mournes across wet and marshy ground. By 
this stage my feet were very wet, sloshing in the boots.

The next summit on the route was Slieve Muck. There was no well 
defined path as this route does not appear to be walked very often 
and coupled with long tussocks grass, boggy uneven ground and 

the thought that this is only the start of the days 
walk I was on the verge of going home. It was a 
real struggle to get to the end of the seemingly 
never ending ascent of Muck, a steep scramble 
near the summit not helping the situation. 
Maybe it was the extra weight of the camping 
gear we were carrying but all three of us were 

quite despondent at this stage.
After a bit of sustenance and an ‘easier’ section over Carn and 

Slieve Loughshannagh both the weather and the mood brightened.
There is a major on-going project to restore parts of the Mourne 

Wall which for has been damaged mainly due to the weather, 
especially lightning strikes over the years. 

The ascent of Meelbeg, Meelmore and Slieve Bearnagh followed 
as we got into our stride. The smaller summits of Slievenaglogh 
(number 2) and Slieve Corragh were not that small and then there 
was only the prospect of the final two big ones, Slieve Commedagh 
and the highest mountain in the province of Ulster, Slieve Donard.

The summit of Slieve Donard was like party central with several 
large groups, including one hen party taking photos of the bride-to-
be in high heels.

Around the Slieve Donard area in general which is a popular 
walking route there was an awful lot of litter and other rubbish left 
behind. There has been a noticeable increase in this phenomenon in 
recent months. 

Having 
made it up all 
14 summits and 
a total ascent 
of 2800m we 
descended 
towards the 
Bog of Donard 
and the long 
trek back to 
the car over 
Long Seefin, 
skirting the 
flank of Rocky 
mountain 
and down to 

Rourke’s Park. The route moves away from the wall at this point as 
crossing the Annalong valley next to the wall is extremely difficult 
due to tree felling which has left uneven ground littered with 
brambles, tree stumps and overgrowth. There was then a 2km road 
walk back to the cars at Carricklittle. 

We made it back, tired but happy that we persevered and 
completed the Mourne wall with a twist. g

“all three of 
us were Quite 
despondent 
at this staGe”

Camping overnight in the Silent Valley

The seemingly ‘never ending’ Mourne Wall over Long Seefin 
towards Rourkes Park
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Wexford’s Great Saltee may be home to a prince, but it’s the birdlife that’s the 
real star of the show. colin Murphy took the ferry from Kilmore Quay.

treasured island
Fern-bashing on Great Saltee, with 

Little Saltee in the distance



Sometime in 1920, ten year old Michael Neale, the son of a Wexford 
farmer, stared out from Kilmore Quay at Great Saltee Island and it’s 
smaller brother Little Saltee, rising from the sea about five kilometres 
away, and declared to his mother that one day he would own the 
islands and become the ‘Prince of the Saltees.’ His mother no 
doubt tittered at the notion and privately considered it a flight of 
fancy typical of a young boy. But the lad 
was determined to pursue his dream, and 
twenty-four years later, having enjoyed a 
successful business career in manufacturing 
cattle dip, he purchased the islands from 
the then owner, a farmer called Claude 
Francis, and declared himself ‘Prince 
Michael the First of The Saltees.’ The rather eccentric nature of 
the event even garnered international attention, as Time Magazine 
covered the story on September 11, 1944:

Europe had a new royal house last week. In Dublin newspapers 
appeared a personal pronouncement: “I, Prince Michael Neale, 

landowner, will assume the title of Prince of the Saltees at the 
conclusion of the war. Also I wish it to be known that no one will be 
permitted to enter the Saltee Islands without a permit issued by me.” 
Anybody caught interfering with the millions of birds or their eggs 
which inhabit those islands will be severely dealt with.

By last year he had sold enough dip to buy the Saltees. He began 
planting 3,000 trees, developing his domain as a luxury tourist resort. 
He also talked about recruiting a private army. But last week Prince 

Neale had a right royal headache. 
To a reporter the Dublin prince-
presumptive confided: “My wife, a 
Liverpool woman, is a bit shy about 
using the title of Princess. . . .” He 
added thoughtfully: “Anyone who 
does not call me Prince will be 
ignored.”

His ‘coronation’ didn’t actually 
take place until 1953, however, 
by which time he had trained as a 
pilot, built a landing strip on Great 
Saltee, and planted over thirty 
thousand trees, many of which 
were Cordyline Palms that are still 
flourishing. A throne, flag-staff 
and obelisk were shipped to Great 
Saltee for the ‘coronation’, the 
obelisk bearing a plaque with his 

likeness in profile, the throne being a memorial to his mother. The 
obelisk has inscriptions on both sides, the main one reads as follows:

‘Nothing is impossible to the man who can, will, then do. This 
is the only law of success. This monument was erected by Prince 
Michael the First as a symbol to all children that by hard work, 
perseverance, their dreams and ambitions may also be realised.’

Michael Neale never intended to make any money from the 

Great Saltee Island, looking towards its north-eastern tips

Michael Neale aka ‘Prince Michael 
of Saltee the First’, sometime in the 
early 1950’s

“anyone who 
does not call 
Me a prince will 
be iGnored”
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Saltees – he 
simply loved 
the islands’ 
untarnished 
beauty and 
most especially 
their teeming 
birdlife, and 
he was happy 
to allow 
people to visit 
and explore. 
Birdwatchers 
are particularly 
welcome, but 

hillwalkers (like ourselves) will also find a great deal to enjoy. Prince 
Michael died in 1998 and is buried in the family vault at Bannow Bay 
on the nearby Wexford coast. His eldest son succeeded him in his 
ownership and title.

Earlier this month I was part of a group on a one-day expedition 
to Great Saltee. Although there was little challenge in terms of ‘hill-
bagging’ as the island’s highest point is a mere 58m, there is much 
to explore and experience and everyone declared it a thoroughly 
rewarding and enjoyable trip.

The island has no facilities and no roads. There is just one house 
(owned by the Neales) and like his father, ‘Prince Michael the 
Second’ is happy to welcome visitors. There are a few tracks and 
most of the island is carpeted in towering ferns, grass, heather and 
brambles.

The southern side of the island is lined with cliffs and is quite 
beautiful. This is also where most of the birdlife is to be experienced, 
in fact, although a mere 1.2 square km in area, Great Saltee is 
probably Ireland’s most famous bird sanctuary and attracts bird-
watchers and photographers from all over the globe. Even anyone 

with little ornithological interest cannot fail to be impressed by the 
constant sights and sounds of the countless birds swirling, swooping, 
soaring or simply perching, often on dizzying ledges high above the 
crashing waves.

Puffins, Great Gannets, Manx, Razorbills, 
Gulls, Kittiwake, Shags, Shearwaters, 
Kittwakes, Guillemots and Fulmars abound. 
Most impressive of all is the vast Gannet 
colony to be found on the south-western 
tip of the island. It is best viewed in the 
summer months. A cacophony of noise fills the air and all about 
the surrounding cliffs are specked with thousands of the beautiful 
and distinctive birds, with their white plumage, black-tipped wings, 
yellow head and grey beak. The colony is estimated to contain thirty 
thousand nesting birds. You may also be lucky enough to catch sight 
of seals in the waters below, as the islands are an important breeding 
habitat for grey seals.

Eccentric as it may sound to proclaim oneself ‘Prince of Saltee’, 
the generosity of Michael the First and Second in keeping this 
wonderful island open to visitors and maintaining it as a sanctuary for 
wildlife can only be applauded. And while we may balk at the notion 

of calling the 
owner ‘His 
Majesty’, 
everyone who 
visits Great 
Saltee Island 
will agree 
that the 
place is quite 
majestic. 

‘Prince Michael’s ‘Throne’’

‘Prince Michael’ and his wife ‘Princess Anne’ show a 
visitor around their realm in 1953.

“probably 
IrELANd’S MOST 
faMous bird 
sanctuary”

I S l a N d S



You can get a boat to Great Saltee Island from Kilmore Quay. 
Booking is advisable. The cost is €25 per person. The local boatman 
who organises the trips is called Declan Bates (phone numbers 
below) and trips run several times a day, seven days a week (weather 
permitting). The boat drops you off at set times and collects you 
about four hours later. The trip across takes 20 minutes. The actual 
landing is done via a rubber dinghy and can be a wet landing when 
tide is high. There are no roads or facilities and just one house, which 
you must keep clear of, including the immediate surrounding land. 
Other than that you may wander the entire island freely. g 

Declan Bates: +353 53 912 9684 m: +353 87 252 9736)

Stopping for lunch on the island’s cliff-lined southern side.

The gannet colonyCormorants. Or are they Shags?

I S l a N d S



r e C e N t  I M a g e S
Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members.

View from Annagry Hill  b simon3 Coumalocha, Comeraghs   b GSheehy

Ballyteige, Wicklow   b mickhanneyCoumfea, Comeraghs   b GSheehy



r e C e N t  I M a g e S
Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members.

Cuilleen, Co. Galway  b sandman View north-west from Lissoughter  b fieldoptic

View from Ben Beg, Joyce Country  b  jkforde Lenan Beach from Mamore Hill  b Aidy



phOtO OF the MONth

Puffin, Great Saltee Island   b Colin Murphy



O p I N I O N

Are the Arderins the Irish version of the Munros? simon stewart suggests there is a 
huge opportunity to popularise an Irish summiteering challenge like those in the UK.

the arderins, an all-ireland list 
of irish Mountains A proposAl for An IrIsh 

chAllenge lIke the Munros.

From time to time visitors from abroad sample the uplands of Ireland 
and write up their responses. What seems surprising to many is the 
sheer variety of mountain landscapes you can experience on this 
small island. From the many coastal ranges of Cork and Kerry, and 
Down, to the inland Galtees and Sperrins, both rising out of farmed 
plains.

Surprising too to many visitors is that the activity we call 
hillwalking can generate huge satisfaction from reaching multiple 
tops in a day. To a Canadian maybe accustomed to spending a day 
reaching the top of the treeline of some magnificent Rocky this is 
different and hugely refreshing.

For us living here, there are many ways of using the sixty plus 
upland areas in Ireland, from club walks to challenge events, to the 
matter of this article: visiting hills on a list, Summiteering or Hill-
bagging. 

Incorporating visits to new hill areas into your club or personal 

walking will provide you with variety in the landscapes and 
navigational challenges you experience. 

Going further and systematically visiting summits adds purpose 
and focus on reaching the less common places, keeping your 
experience fresh and more like that of a visitor from afar.

the Munros – hard but achieVable
Structuring walking around lists is hardly a new concept.  Sir Hugh 
Munro created his famous list of Scottish mountains in 1891. A 
Munro is a mountain in Scotland with a height over 3,000 feet (914 
m). There are 282 summits and 227 ‘further tops’. Some 6100 people 
have completed the list to date. The list’s success is due to it being 
a hard but achievable challenge and middling easy to get to for a 
lot of people. It’s possible by experienced hillwalkers without use of 
climbing techniques (except on one summit). There are many other 
lists with somewhat similar characteristics in Europe, in the US and 
even in further afield places like Japan.  

The Coomloughra Valley, MacGillycuddy’s Reeks



O p I N I O N

It is my contention that Ireland needs a recognised ‘hard but 
achievable challenge’, similar to the Munros. This article discusses 
the possibilities and makes a proposal.

JOSS LyNAM’S 600M LIST
There have been many lists of Irish mountains. Readers may know 
that the late Joss Lynam first proposed one in 1952 and later refined 
it in 1976 and up to 2001, when it became what he modestly called 
‘The 600 Metre List’. With his support, the hillwalkers’ website 
MountainViews used that to create the ‘Vandeleur-Lynam’ list of 
600m hills, which over the years (following surveying) has been 
amended to Joss’s specification (600m and 15m prominence).

This list now contains some 273 summits. Could this list 
be something comparable to the Munros? There are some 
difficulties. The 273 summits actually include a lot of places that an 
ordinary person would hardly consider a mountain. For example, 

Carrignabinnia is little more than a bump on the Galty ridge, hardly 
what we want in the major all-Ireland challenge. There are well over 
seventy, which have a similar low drop or prominence. Joss Lynam 
recognised this and divided his 600m list into ‘separate mountains 
and subsidiary tops’, ending up with about 165 ‘separate mountains’. 
Note: This division was done on what he declared an ‘essentially 
subjective’ basis, since there wasn’t then a prominence figure for 
mountains. 

The next logical question is, ‘Would Joss’s Separate Mountains 
make a good challenge?’ The answer to that is yes, but not if you 
want to have something comparable to the Munros, which has 282 
versus 165 summits and greater average height, difficulty and more 
extreme weather.

Caherbarnagh nW Top

The view from Cnoc na gCapall



O p I N I O N

ThE ArdErINS: 500M MOuNTAINS
So, what I propose are the Arderins, 500m summits with a drop or 
prominence of 30m. There are some 407 mountains in this list, which 
is named after one of its constituents, Arderin (Ard Éireann, 527m), 
in the Slieve Blooms, a range near the centre of the island of Ireland. 
Arderin’s name means ‘the height of Ireland’.

While 407 summits might seem a wee bit 
excessive compared to the Munro’s 282, the 
average climb for an Arderin is smaller and a 
higher proportion are on ridges facilitating multiple 
visits in a single trip. It will never be possible to 
exactly compare the difficulty of visiting two sets of 
mountains in different territories. Early comparisons 
of the number of walking days that a good walker 
takes suggest approximately similar days taken, 
with perhaps the Arderins taking slightly longer.

For people new to lists, there are easier ones 
such as the popular County Highpoints and the 
Local Hundred (the hundred hills nearest to 
where you live).  Then, there are a succession of 
increasingly difficult challenges such as the Hundred 
Highest or the Vandeleur-Lynams. Enough for a 
lifetime of exploration by a person or a club.

Think about the Arderins and, if you agree 
they should be promoted as a great all-Ireland 
challenge, say so.  For example support the notion 
in your club or on Facebook.  Another place,  the 
consultation for the upcoming Mountaineering 
Ireland Development Plan. Discussion welcome at 
mountainviews.ie/motleyviews/general/.

Nearly 2000 people are using MountainViews.
ie to record their summit or place visits.  A headline 
list will make the activity a better known activity.  It 

can provide the opportunity to visit varied and interesting places, 
for an informal group, a club or the individual, supporting rural 
development and spreading walking away from over-used places!

g Simon Stewart, publishes MountainViews.ie.  A similar article first 
appeared in Irish Mountain Log 122, Summer 2017.

Pierasmore in the Brandon range

mountainviews.ie/motleyviews/general
MountainViews.ie
MountainViews.ie
MountainViews.ie


EMvEE-TUBE

tWO OF the vIdeOS SuBMItted By MeMBerS IN 
the laSt MONth.

A recent island visit off the Wexford coast, from MV member 
Colin Murphy
. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKncdsnqlIg&t=49s

A wild camp on the incomparable coast of SW Donegal, from MV 
member gerrym

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuyKGL337iE&t=39s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKncdsNqlIg&t=49s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuyKGL337iE&t=39s


NOtICeS

• If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests 
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses, 
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities. When 
walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. Use stiles 
or gates wherever possible. Never do anything that could allow 
animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. Ask permission 
where appropriate.

• Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.

• If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the PSNI 
or Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle 
it in future. Store the numbers. In Northern Ireland use the PSNI 
non-emergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can 
find the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.ie/
Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow: the 
Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

• If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in 
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish 
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121 

• Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned). 
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the 
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these 
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact 
numbers for other areas.

• If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we would 
appreciate a summit rating and also GPS readings for summits.

• If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit 
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid refs in 
comments for different starting points show up on MountainViews 
maps as well as GPS tracks.

• MountainViews are on Twitter as MountainViewsIE. Follow us and 
we will follow you back. Any queries to secretary@mountainviews.ie

Visit the MountainViews Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/mountainviewsie/
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